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currence of a chance su-
pernova doesn’t make
for a compelling pro-
posal.
! They are fleeting.
After exploding, they
must be discovered
promptly and measured
multiple times within a
few weeks, or they will
already have passed
the peak brightness
that is essential for cal-
ibration. It’s too late to
submit the observing
proposal after you’ve
discovered the super-
nova.

This was a classic
catch-22. You couldn’t
preschedule telescope
time to identify a su-
pernova’s type or follow
it up if you couldn’t
guarantee one. But you
couldn’t prove a tech-
nique for guaranteeing
type Ia supernova dis-
coveries without pre-
scheduling telescope
time to identify them
spectroscopically.

The list of prob-
lems didn’t stop there.
The increasing red-
shifting of supernova
spectra with distance
means that the bright-
ness of a very distant
supernova measured
through a given filter is
hard to compare with
the brightness of a
much closer supernova measured through the same filter.
(Astronomers call this the K-correction problem.) Dust in
a supernova’s host galaxy can dim the explosion’s light.
And there were doubts that the spectra of faint distant su-
pernovae could be reliably identified as type Ia.

In fact, the results from the first search for very dis-
tant type Ia supernovae were not encouraging. In the late
1980s, a Danish team led by Hans Nørgaard-Nielsen
found only one type Ia supernova in two years of inten-
sive observing, and that one was already several weeks
past its peak.

A systematic solution
Daunting as these problems appeared, it seemed crazy to
let the logistics stand in the way, when the tools were at
hand for measuring such fundamental properties of the
universe: its mass density, its large-scale curvature, and
its fate. After all, we didn’t have to build anything nearly
as formidable as the gargantuan accelerators and detec-
tors needed for particle physics. In a project that Carl Pen-
nypacker and I began in Richard Muller’s group at the
University of California, Berkeley, just before the Danish
team’s 1988 supernova discovery, we started by building a
wide-field imager for the Anglo–Australian Observatory’s
4-meter telescope. The imager would let us study thou-
sands of distant galaxies in a night, upping the odds of a

supernova discovery. Contemporary computing and net-
working advances just barely made possible the next-day
analysis that would let us catch supernovae as they first
brightened.

Finding our first supernova in 1992, we also found a
solution to the K-correction problem by measuring the su-
pernova in a correspondingly redshifted filter. By playing
this trick with two redshifted filter bands, one could also
expect to recognize dust absorption by its wavelength de-
pendence. But we still hadn’t solved the catch-22 telescope
scheduling problem. We couldn’t preschedule follow-up ob-
servations of our first supernova, so couldn’t obtain its
identifying spectrum.

In retrospect, the solution we found seems obvious—
though much effort was needed to implement it and prove
it practical. By specific timing of the requested telescope
schedules (see figure 2), we could guarantee that our wide-
field imager would harvest a batch of about a dozen freshly
exploded supernovae, all discovered on a pre-specified ob-
serving date during the dark phase of the moon. (A bright
moon is an impediment to the follow-up observation.) We
first demonstrated this supernovae-on-demand methodol-
ogy in 1994. From then on, our proposals for time at major
ground-based telescopes could specify discovery dates and
roughly how many supernovae would be found and fol-
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Figure 2. Observing strategy that guarantees batches of about a dozen fresh supernovae on de-
mand. A first set of images of adjacent patches of sky containing tens of thousands of galaxies is
made just after a new moon, and then these patches are reimaged just before the next new moon.
New bright spots pinpoint supernovae explosions since the first exposures. The timing ensures
that the supernovae are discovered before or near peak brightness. Scientists can preschedule, for
moonless nights just after the second field imaging, the spectral observations at the large tele-
scopes in Hawaii and Chile needed to confirm supernova type. By searching through many galax-
ies, we can guarantee a dozen or so new supernovae discovered on the second visit. That allows
advance scheduling of time on the Hubble Space Telescope and other telescopes around the
world, to monitor the light curves as they fade over several months.

(Supernova Cosmology Project)



(David Rubin, Supernova Cosmology Project)
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“for the discovery of the accelerating expansion of the
Universe through observations of distant [Type Ia] supernovae”

Saul
Perlmutter
(LBL/UCB)

Adam
Riess

(STSCI/JHU)

Brian
Schmidt
(ANU)

Nobel Prize in Physics, 2011
Dark Energy



What ifs?
• We are now at the point where more SN observations at 

the same redshifts don’t help constrain Dark Energy any 
better.  What ifs:

• What if supernovae cannot be made more reliable?

• What if supernova brightness is different in the early 
Universe compared to today?

• What if there are different sub-populations of supernovae; 
can we disentangle them?

• Homework: Need a very large, very well-studied sample of 
“Rosetta” supernovae to answer these: low redshift.



Requirements
• Need to be discovered the same way at low redshift as at 

high redshift: Shouldn’t target individual galaxies, need 
wide-field imagers.

• Volume problem means you have to cover as much of the 
sky as you can.  All if possible.

• Discover them as early as possible, to sample the early-
time behavior, which is hard at low redshift, but easy at 
high redshift (time and volume).

• Once you’ve got them, you have to coordinate follow up 
from the ground and space, with every kind of 
instrument you can get your hands on.

• (Ideally you’d have a “twin” of every high-redshift 
supernova, at low redshift --- need hundreds, thousands.)



Some Recent Low-Redshift Survey Efforts

Lick Observatory Supernova Search. Since 1990s.
Targeted galaxy survey, very low-redshift.
Automated, but not wide-field.

Nearby Supernova Factory. 2004-2008.
Wide-field camera, past 400 Myr to 1 Gyr.
Dedicated spectrophotometric follow-up. 

Palomar Transient Factory. 2009-present.
Wide-field camera, past 2.4 Gyr.
Additional transient science (large collaboration).

SkyMapper (S. hemisphere),
La Silla/QUEST (S. hemisphere).



Palomar Transient Factory. 2009-present.
Wide-field camera, past 2.4 Gyr.
Additional transient science (large collaboration).



Pipelines...!



Pipelines...!



128 MB/90s
50 GB/night

(Law et al. 2009)



Palomar 48”
Telescope

(Scott Kardel, Caltech/Palomar Observatory)





(Law et al. 2009)
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Data Transfer Nodes
dtn01.nersc.gov
dtn02.nersc.gov

Science Gateway Node
sgn02.nersc.gov

Database Node
scidb1.nersc.gov

P48

Science Gateway Node
sgn01.nersc.gov

NERSC Global File System 
2 PB capacity, 15 GB/sec streaming I/O

carver.nersc.gov
basic image processing

image subtraction

image/object/candidate
metadata q3d, etc.

web interface

PTF Collaboration

bbcp
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Globally Distributed
Follow-up Resources

Palomar Transient Factory

P48 (Survey)

HPWREN, 
ESNET



Palomar Transient Factory
2009-now

• 2.02 million images (60 TB)

• 1.48 million subtractions

• 931 million candidates identified

• 45,000 potential transients

• 1700+ supernovae of all types

• 1172 Type Ia Supernovae

• 46 publications (all transient topics) to date



2012 and Beyond

• PTF main survey operations will continue for one 
more year, “extended” survey for 2+ years after.

• Focus at LBL/NERSC: Real-time candidate discovery.
Faster discovery, faster analysis, faster results:
Same-night follow-up triggering.

• Migration of database onto better hardware at 
NERSC.  Experimenting with database structure, 
query optimization, new hardware, flash memory 
devices, GPUs?



Science News
Washington Post
SF Chronicle
LA Times
PBS Jim Lehrer Show
NPR Weekend Edition
All Things Considered
BBC World Report
NHK TV
El Mundo
California Magazine
Daily Cal...

SN2011fe:
“Supernova
of a 
generation”



Aug 24 2011 UTC May 2009 Co-addition Subtraction

Candidate # 611161406: Discovery Observation 

M101
(The Pinwheel Galaxy)
21 million light years away



Aug 24 2011 UTC May 2009 Co-addition Subtraction

Candidate # 611161406: Discovery Observation 



Aug 24 2011 UTC

Aug 23 2011 UTC

Candidate # 611161406: Night Previous to Discovery... 



(Li et al. 2011)

Archival HST observations of M101 covered the
position of the supernova before it exploded!

NOTHING is detected there!
This strongly constrains the nature of the progenitor.



At this point
(lunchtime in Berkeley):

Mere hours have passed since 
the discovery image was 
obtained at Mt. Palomar.

What kind of supernova will it 
be?  Will it be a Type Ia?

We need a spectrum to know.

The sun sets on the Canary 
Islands...

(Robert Smith, Liverpool John Moores University)

Liverpool Telescope



C.O.B.  in Berkeley!
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(Nugent et al. 2011)

August 23.22 August 24.17 August 25.16



(B. Sesar, Caltech, PTF)
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Earliest SN Ia Photometry Ever
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Citizen Science
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Hybrid-parallel, forward modeling over SN 
atmosphere parameters to fit the spectrum.
(APPSPACK)



PTF ZTF

QE 10% improvement? Depends on passband

Fill factor 93% 91% Some loss due to 4 side 
butting

Active image area 7.1 35 
(unweighted by vignetting)

Sq.deg

Duty cycle (60s exposure) 70% 85%
Readout 25 <10 s

Repointing time <25 10 s

Shutter time <1 0.5 s

Beam obstruction 15% 18%

Average data rate 7.9 46.7 GB/hr

Relative survey rate 1 5.8

450 megapixels 88 megapixels 
PTF ZTF



Dark Energy Survey Camera

DESDES

570 megapixels 



3.2 gigapixels 

Large Synoptic Survey Telescope Camera




